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Physics l37A12. Spring 2002

Final Exam

Useful formulae:

,1
sind cos 6 : ;(sin[0 + d] + sinle - 61;

lo ^sin ab - abcos ab

./-o 
t tto ot : z---P-

f 

- 

2. a.
J dx t/a - bx : i('- ){a - bx

Gradieqt iu spherical-polar coordiaates:

i : i0, + ArrAr l {(r sin 0)-t0r

Laplacian in cylindrical coordinates:

yz,i, = 
tiu, 

rourr, * iu;r + a:,i

Bessel's equation (for integer m):

,'y" + ,y' + (r' - *') a -- o

with solutions J-(r) and I'-(r). Only J-(r) is regular at the origin.
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1. A svstem can be in one of trvo states. a grould state l0) of energy 0 and a first excited
state 11) of energl' e. Ia the erergy eigenbasis a particular observable -4 has

(olA lo) :
(olA 11) :

(11,411) : o

(1lA lo) = 1

(7)

(.8 )

If the s1'stem is prepared in the first excited state by the experimenter, what possible values
of A can be measured and with what probabfities? (b pnt)

2. Consider the n : 2, t: 1 state of hydrogen. i.e. 2p. Give the asymptotic behaviour of
the radial wavefunctiotr as r -* 0 and r -+ oo in units of the Bohr radius. i.e. with oo : l.
(5 pnt)

3. Aparticle of mass m is confi.nedin a lD potential V(x)= Flrl. with -oo < r < oc.
Using the WI{B approximation. calculate the energy levels E" for this system. (10 pnt)

4. Find the euergy eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a 2D circular box with impermeable rigid
rvalls; i.e.aparticlelyiuginthec-yplaneisconfinedbyapotentiilv(p.d) :0when
p < o and V(p,6) : oo rvhen p t a. You may express your results in terms of the nth root
of the mth Bessel function. r,,-. without explicit evaluation.
Hint: Use separation of variables for y(p,d) ."d change va.riables to c : &p where fi,t :
t/2nzE. (10 pnt)

5. Aparticle of mass misin a lD squareweilpotential V(r) = oo for lrl > o and V(r) : Q

for lrl < a.

(a) \&'rite dorvn the normalized eigenfunctions.'r2"(r). and eigenvalues, E,. for this systern.
Determine the parity of the eigenfunctions.

(b) If initially the system is in state

t!(x.t = o) x qr:1(c) + ,,z(*) (9)

rvhere n : 1 is the ground state. what is the state of the system at some later time
f > 0 (include the aormalization constant in your answer)?

(c) A linear potential 5U(r) :Vr,with % constant, is added to the Hamiltonian. Cal-
culate the energv of the ground state to first non-trivial order i" lyrl ( 1 using per-
turbation theorl'. Is the ground state energy raised or lowered by this perturbation?

(20 pnt)


